WRESTLERS EASILY FLATTEM NORWICH
Beaver Boxers Are Outpointed—Flynn Wins By Technical Knockout
Captain Franks Throws
Two Opponents as Team
Wins By Large Margins

Once again Harry Franks, captain, star, "Iron Man" of the Technology grapplers proved his sterling worth to the team, when in the meet with Norwich, known as the Hanger grey he scored enough points alone to win the meet. The rest of the team, however, were far from backward in shining as the tally, and when the final boat had ended the Engineers were on top by a 131-2 to 72 score.

Franks wrestled out of his regular class in both of his boats. In the 125 pound division he was pitted against Fellow Frost of the visitors. Hardly had the match started than it was evident that Franks was hopelessly outclassed. Harry had little difficulty in disposing of his opponent by an arm and head hold in the fast time of 1 minute, 5 seconds.

Frants Thros 200 Pounder
Matched against Feldman, a 200 pounder in the unlimited class, the phlegy Beaver captain had a real battle on his hands, since he himself only weighed 170. Harry in the scrimmage the Norwich strong man tripped Feldman and felt better on him, but the latter managed to wrangle loose, and after a bitter battle threw his opponent by means of a head, scissors and arm hold.

The only other fall of the evening was registered by Harris of the Cardinal and Gray in the 145 pound class, when after nine minutes of the closest kind of battle he threw Evans of Norwich with a surprising fall after 1 minute, 15 seconds. Jim Cullen was awarded the decision in the 135 by a fine advantage after two overtime periods. Hope and Bewick's were the only ones on the Victory team to secure decisions, the former defeating Rabinowitz in the 125, while the latter had the advantage over Matthes in the 115.

115-Pound Class—Cullen, Technology, defeated Matthes, Norwich, by a decision, with a time advantage of 25 seconds.

115-Pound Class—Johnson of Tech and Northwestern defeated Franks of Norwich, by a fall in a draw after nine minutes.

120-Pound Class—Hope, Technology, defeated Rabinowitz, Norwich, by a decision, with a time advantage of 1 minute, 15 seconds.

125-Pound Class—Harris, Technology, defeated Adkins, Norwich, by a decision, with a time advantage of 1 minute, 15 seconds.

125-Pound Class—Bowles, Norwich, defeated Dewey, Technology, with a fall in a draw after 1 minute, 15 seconds.

130-Pound Class—Pogue, Proctor, Technology, defeated Bowles, Norwich, on a fall in a draw after 2 minutes, 15 seconds.

130-Pound Class—Bowles, Norwich, defeated Dewey, Technology, with a fall in a draw after 1 minute, 15 seconds.

130-Pound Class—Cullen, Technology, defeated Matthes, Norwich, by a fall in a draw after 2 minutes, 15 seconds. (Continued from Page 1)

score, as he scored seven points on the fall and eight against his opponent in the second set. Stevens five were missed out on by eight.

Beaver five after a good Sunday's rest gained the verdict in three hard fought overtime periods, with a time advantage of 5 in 21s.

Flynn and Conroy Win
It resulted for Conroy, in the 145 pound division, as he was pitted against Lutkenhuser in a draw after 5 minutes, 15 seconds, and won by a technical knockout.

The ``pipe-wrestling'' days are gone forever!

If you know any old dodo who still dotes on the idea that masting a pipe means weeks of rough wrestlin'...a bitter struggle and not much sport after all...play him this secret...it'll be melodious music to his ear-drums!

Licking a pipe into shape is today the most popular of all pastimes. Granger Rough Cut is making pipe-smoking the great American sport. Men who could never go near a pipe now quaff bowlful after bowlful of Granger...

For Granger's made for pipes... made by the grand old Wellman Mellowing Secret... and glue this in the old dodo's derby: A pipe packed with Granger is "no degrees cooler inside"—for Granger's rough cut flakes burn with the spark retarded... slow and cool!

No better pipe tobacco was ever made, yet packed without frills it comes at a price that's truly a Smithsonian bargain.

Granger Rough Cut is made by the Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company.

The full-sized pipe was introduced in 1886. It was the first to be packed in a filter, so that the user could take a clean puff at any time. Made for pipes only!